Appendix to the Open Letter

1. Views from the elevated Grotesques Gallery of the Alcázar and from the Patio de Banderas. The position of the Cajasol Tower has been depicted (the tower color has been altered and the position encircled for clarity). As stated in the second point of our Open Letter, it is clearly seen that the tower will not be visible from those points, as it falls well behind the surrounding buildings.
2. An example of a misleading photo-composition, as provided by Túmbala. This purported representation of the Cajasol Tower view as seen from the elevated walkway of Plaza de España is the header of one of the main websites opposing the project, [http://sevillasintorrepelli.blogspot.com/](http://sevillasintorrepelli.blogspot.com/), and has been kept there by their authors even after repeated alerts to its incorrectness:

Our calculations show that, for this view to be accurate, the tower would have to be about 420m high, which amounts to 235% of the real height (178m). The following representation, done with correct parameters, shows that the tower would be almost completely obscured by trees (again, the tower color has been altered for clarity).
3. Another example of a misleading photo-composition by Túmbala. This is, supposedly, what the tower would look like as seen from the Guadalquivir riverside, across Betis Street. In first term, Isabel II (or Triana) bridge.

In this case, our calculations not only show the size of the tower to be grossly exaggerated (the depicted tower would be about 350 m high); they also make it evident that there is a significant deviation from the correct position of the tower.